Let M0," be the maximum of the geometric mean of all nth degree polynomials 2" ake'k' which satisfy |at| = l, k=0, 1, • • • , n. We show the existence of certain polynomials Rn whose geometric mean is asymptotic to \/n, thus proving that M0," is itself asymptotic to V«.
implies the following, more complete result: MT 7!>x/« -c\r, for 0<r<2 (c an absolute constant), thus answering our question affirmatively for all r<2 except r=0.
It is the purpose of this paper to show that M0tn~yjn. It may be noted that this result yields an interesting corollary concerning the zeros of polynomials. Since, for all/G 3ftn, the product of all the zeros of/(z) is numerically equal to 1, it follows from Jensen's theorem that G(f) = n<|rf|, where the rt are the zeros of/(z) for which |r¿|>l. Thus, our result can be rephrased as follows: The maximum-taken over all/G 3ftnof the product of the moduli of the zeros of/(z) outside the unit circle, is asymptotic to yjn.
Before proceeding with our theorem, let us review the situation for r>2. Since, for such r, Mr(f)^.(n+\y12, we consider mr," = minMr(/) (f^3ftn). if} We also define M00(/) = sup{9) \f(elB)\. Beller [1] has shown that mrn is asymptotic to yjn, for 2<r<oo. This, taken together with our present result, gives us an affirmative answer to our question for all r^O, except r=oo, which still remains unsettled.
We now state our Theorem. M0n~'N/«. In fact, M0 ">y/« -c log «, where c is an absolute constant.
Proof.
Choose P" e 3ftn which satisfy (1) M¿P") = V« + 0(1), e.g., the P" which Newman [3] constructed. Now, in estimating G(Pn), one encounters difficulty where \Pn\ is close to zero. We will show that, by appropriately changing the constant term of P", this difficulty is eliminated.
Let f+(x)=f(x) (f(x)^O); /+(x)=0 (f(x)<0). We will need the following well-known inequality:
(2)
where a is any complex number. Now, let Qn(z)=P"(z) -a0, where a0 is the constant term of Pn(z). By reversing the order of integration and applying (2), we find that ±-f i-1-flog k" + Qn(eie)\ dB) dt = ±-flog+ |Q"(ei9)| d6. We also have (5) (2*)-1 JjßJ* dd = n.
We now need the following lemma, which is actually a reverse arithmetic-geometric inequality: Remark.
Since the function (X2l/x)\og(l+fxlX) is increasing in X, for A>0, and decreasing in /u, the conclusion of Lemma 1 still holds under the weaker hypothesis/(x)^0, J*f(x) dx^.X>0, jf2(x) dx^/x.
